
Are you fully protected?
 The majority of smoke alarms 

currently sold and installed 
in homes generate sounds at 
3100 Hz.

 Research shows that as we 
age, the ability to hear sounds 
above 2000 Hz is greatly 
diminished.

 You or your loved ones may  
be at risk.

There is a solution:
 Lifetone HL™ Bedside Fire 

Alarm and Clock broadcasts 
its safety alarm with a 520 
Hz square wave pattern – a 
frequency that is over 40% 
more effective than standard 
smoke alarms  at waking 
individuals with hearing loss.

If you have hearing loss, 
you need Lifetone HL™ 
Bedside Fire Alarm and Clock

The alarms proven most 
effective at waking you up:

 During a fire emergency.
 Everyday wake-up alarm.

Lifetone HL™ produces the alarms proven most 
effective at waking people up during a fire

In an independent study…
 At 75 dBA, 92% of all respondents were awakened by 

the 520 Hz square wave alarm – whereas ONLY 56% of 
respondents were awakened by the 3100 Hz standard 
smoke alarm.

 At 85 dBA, 95% of respondents with hearing loss were 
awakened by the 520 Hz square-wave alarm.

 At 90 dBA, Lifetone HL™ * produces the alarms proven most 
effective at waking people up during a fire.

*The 2007 study, “Optimizing Fire Alarm Notification for High Risk Groups Research Project,” tested 
the 520 Hz square wave technology. The Lifetone HL™ alarm itself was not tested in the study.

Now you or your loved ones can sleep safely
 Uses 520 Hz square-wave sound pattern – a lower 

frequency than standard smoke alarms
 Hears your existing T3 smoke alarms. No new alarms   

are required
 Functions as a standard alarm clock
 Battery backup lasts 7 days or more while still providing 

emergency alarm signals
 Alerts to AC power loss and low or no battery
 Alerts to unplugged or improperly connected bed shaker
 Two year limited warranty
 The HL fits anywhere, measuring 8 1/2” L x 5” W x 4” H

Bed Shaker: Provides 
vibrotactile alerts to 
complement the 
Lifetone HL™ audio alarm.

www.lifetonesafety.com

Lifetone HL™ uses the Patented Hearing 
Sensor feature to constantly monitor for 
your existing smoke alarm sound, and it 
responds with the Lifetone HL™ emergency 
alarm. When placed at a distance of 3 feet, 
the 520 Hz square wave alarm broadcasts 
at least 90 dBA.

Order your 
Lifetone HL™ today!

To order, call toll free at 
800-445-9968 (Voice/TTY). 

You can also fax us at 
269-324-2387 or visit us online 

at www.harc.com




